
Wrestler of the Day – January
20: Pat Patterson
Next  up we have Pat Patterson, who has a nice variety of stuff.

I was hoping to talk about his match from Rio to win the Intercontinental
Title but my copy of the tape doesn’t work. Instead here’s a match from
Australia in 1968 against Antonio Pugliesi, who was often billed as Bruno
Sammartino’s cousin.

Antonio Pugliesi vs. Pat Patterson

It’s a crisscross to start until Patterson is armdragged down a few
times. Pat is the heel here I believe and stalls on the floor to prove me
right. Back in and Patterson grabs a headlock but is shoved to the apron
for more stalling. Patterson heads back inside and immediately runs from
a charging Pugliese. They slug it out in the ring with Antonio slamming
Patterson down and putting on a chinlock. Back up and Antonio hooks
something that might be a relative of a hurricanrana and since this is
1968 in Australia, the fans are in awe.

We go back to normal for this era with an armbar on Patterson who pulls
at the hair in a failed escaped attempt. The hold lasts nearly two
minutes before Patterson fights up, only to be armdragged back into the
armbar. Back up again and they trade dropkicks, only to have Patterson
get caught in armbar #3. Pat fights to his feet and sends Antonio into
the ropes they ram heads to put both guys down. Patterson misses a splash
but avoids an elbow drop to keep both guys down again.

Antonio is sent to the floor and punches in the head a few times before
dragging him back in for some ramming into the buckle. They slug it out
from their knees until Antonio slugs Patterson out to the floor. He kicks
Pat in the head and Patterson uses the breather to pull out a foreign
object. A shot to the head has Antonio in trouble but the time runs out
before we get a pin.

Rating: C-. The match wasn’t bad but the armbars make it clear that they
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were killing time until we got to the draw. Patterson was such a natural
heel that he could have the fans ready to kill him like it was nothing.
This match would be filed under “it was a very different era”, even
though the stuff was similar to what you would see today.

It was off to the WWF for Patterson where he would get a world title shot
on September 24, 1979 in a cage against Bob Backlund.

WWFTitle: BobBacklundvs. PatPatterson

This is from September of 79 apparently. Patterson is the IC
Champion here and is a cage match expert but Backlund has
never been in one. Patterson was more or less the top heel in
the company by default here. They start off fast as Backlund
is all fired up here. Patterson tries to get out early and
that goes nowhere.

Both guys get incredibly close but can’t get all the way out.
Patterson almost gets out with Backlund literally dragging him
back over the top by a single leg. They keep fighting to try
to get out as this is definitely more about winning than
violence which is fine. We clip the match to them being on the
mat and Patterson hammers away on a cut on Backlund’s head.
From what I can find only about three minutes out of 16 total
were clipped so we get the vast majority here.

Patterson  is  busted  too.  Vince  calls  the  WWF  Champion  a
gallant lad. That’s sweet. Patterson goes into the cage and
Backlund goes for the kill. He winds up going into the cage
though so forget about that I guess. Backlund gets the atomic
drop which was one of his signature moves at the time. I guess
Lombardi will have to be gentle tonight.

Patterson finds some brass knuckles and they go up. Pat can’t
get a shot with them and both guys go down. And then Backlund
kicks Patterson in the head and the force of the kick launches
Backlund backwards through the cage door and out to the floor.
Patterson FREAKS in the ring after that even though he did
nothing but lose cleanly. I guess that’s why he’s a heel.



Rating: B. Very solid match here with both guys beating the
tar out of each other. Backlund was at this best at the end of
a feud where he had to go off to beat someone and that’s what
he did here. This was either their fourth or fifth match
against each other and Patterson had beaten him before. This
was fun stuff though and it worked very well.

Patterson is of course most famous for being the first Intercontinental
Champion so here’s a title defense from January 21, 1980.

Intercontinental Title: Pat Patterson vs. Lou Albano

Patterson goes right after him to start and Lou bails. He stays gone far
longer than a ten count but is allowed back in anyway. Albano kicks
Patterson in the knees and tries a foreign object which is taken away.
Patterson scoops the leg and starts choking away. He chokes with some
tape and Albano hits the floor. Back in Lou gets in a shot with the
object but Patterson pounds him down again. Albano walks out and takes
the countout.

Rating: D. This was just for fun as Patterson was still very popular and
Albano was only an occasional wrestler. There wasn’t much to it and
that’s just fine as it got the fans fired up despite there being like 15
minutes left in the show counting another break. Patterson is a guy who
isn’t remembered as well as he should be.

This brings us to Patterson’s most famous match in the WWF: the Alley
Fight against Sgt. Slaughter on May 4, 1981 in Madison Square Garden.
These two had feuded for months and months and it’s time to blow it off
in Meltzer’s match of the year for 1981.

Pat Patterson vs. Sgt. Slaughter

Patterson is in street clothes and the brawl is on as soon as Slaughter
gets inside. A series of kicks puts Sarge down and Patterson chokes him
in the corner. Slaughter misses a big right hand and hits the post,
sending him to the apron. Back in and it’s time for a whipping from
Patterson with Slaughter selling it like he’s been shot. Slaughter
finally sends him through the ropes and onto the apron to get a breather



but Pat is right back with belt shots to the back.

Sarge finally gets in a blow to the ribs and takes the belt before
sending Patterson throat first into the top rope. He wraps the belt
across Pat’s mouth and rips Patterson’s shirt off for good measure. More
choking ensues but Pat charges at the ropes to send Slaughter out to the
floor. Slaughter tries to come back in off the top but only hits the mat
to put both guys down.

Patterson slams him down and drops a middle rope knee before hitting the
same sequence again. He bites Slaughter’s forehead but Sarge kicks him in
the gut and drops a few knees of his own to take over again. A kick to
the head with the combat boot puts Patterson down again and Slaughter
launches him to the floor. Back in and Pat punches at the ribs before
catapulting Slaughter into the post, causing his forehead to burst open.
It looks like he was stabbed to draw that much blood.

Pat goes after the cut but a low blow puts him back down. Slaughter pulls
out brass knuckles but can’t see Pat after knocking him out. His face
looks like Ultimate Warrior’s paint job. Patterson is back up and wins a
slugout before hitting him in the head with a cowboy boot. Slaughter
still has the knuckles on his hand. Another boot shot has Slaughter
reeling and a third puts him down. Sarge is knocked into the post and
onto the floor where he takes out a cameraman. The crowd is LOVING this.
Pat just unloads with the boot until the Grand Wizard (Slaughter’s
manager) throws in a towel to stop it. Sarge wanted to keep fighting.

Rating: A. Great great fight here with Slaughter’s blade job being one
for the books. This was as brutal as you’re going to get for this era and
the fans ate it up. One of the key things here is that Slaughter got to
save face at the end with the Wizard throwing in the towel to stop it.
Patterson rose up to fight the evil guy, which is what a hero is supposed
to do. Great stuff here.

After that war, we’re going to do some goofy stuff for the rest of the
day. First up is from the May 10, 1999 episode of Monday Night Raw when
Patterson teamed up with Gerald Brisco to face the Mean Street Posse in a
loser leaves the WWF match. This is old school vs. new school and respect



vs. young punks and couldn’t be more fun.

The Stooges vs. Mean Street Posse

It’s Rodney and Pete Gas here. The Stooges come out to Real American and
rip off their black shirts to reveal a Brisco Brothers Body Shop shirt
and an IC Champ in Rio de Janeiro shirt. Both guys are in riot gear
helmets as the fans aren’t sure what to make of this. Patterson is taken
down on the floor but Brisco comes back with amateur stuff on the punks.

Lawler and Ross keep saying BROTHER to keep up the joke. A double
clothesline puts Brisco down but Patterson saves him from a belt
whipping. Brisco comes back with a suplex on Pete as Patterson crotches
Rodney. Gerald hooks a Figure Four and Patterson puts on a Boston crab to
wake the crowd up for the double submission to get rid of the Posse.

Rating: A+. Seriously, this is just fun.

Pat takes off his shirt to do the Hogan poses. JR gets the infamous line
of “AND HE’S SINGLE FELLAS!”

We’ll close it out with a very disturbing match: Pat Patterson defending
his Hardcore Title against Gerald Brisco in an evening gown match. Just
go with it.

Hardcore Title: Pat Patterson vs. Gerald Brisco

This is the result of a weeks long story of Brisco pinning a sleeping
Crash Holly for the title, only to have Patterson pour champagne in his
eyes and blast him in the head with a bottle to steal the title. Pat
wanted to keep the title so he dressed in drag to hide in the women’s
locker room. Brisco found out and did the same to chase Patterson
because…..well because he’s a Stooge.

Brisco comes out with a 2×4 while Patterson has a stuffed dress, a big
blonde wig and a shopping cart full of pillows and teddy bears. Pat grabs
the mic and says they’re friends and should Gerald should just take the
title to save their friendship. Gerald goes for it but gets hit low and
spanked, revealing pantyhose. Patterson shoves a banana in his face and
stomps the wig off Gerald’s head.



A Stinkface is blocked with a low blow as the fans are booing this out of
the building. Brisco sends him into the corner for a bronco buster and
chokes him with a blonde wig. We see bras from both guys until Crash
comes in and beats up both guys, including a trashcan shot to Patterson
for the pin and the title. This was named worst match of the year and I
can’t say I disagree. They fight up the aisle and indeed, Brisco is
wearing a thong.

Rating: Y. As in yeah…..moving on.

Pat Patterson is a guy who didn’t have the best skill set but he knew how
to work a crowd like few others. That’s in the same vein as Jerry Lawler
and you can see how long of a career those two have had. A lot of
Patterson’s best work was in the territories so unfortunately we can’t
see most of it. What we got though was good and it’s clear that he had a
lot of talent. Check out some of his stuff online if you can as he’s
worth a look for an education in making the most of what you have.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of on
the History of Summerslam at Amazon for just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


